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SUMMARY
10+ years of UX experience focusing on balancing customer value,
usability, and delight to create products that are both desirable and make
businesses thrive.

EDUCATION
University of Colorado Boulder

Environmental Studies, 1999

EXPERIENCE
UX Lead, BuildOut
Denver, CO — September 2022 - Present

BuildOut is a software company that specializes in the commercial real
estate industry. My role is to lead, grow, and mentor the UX team and lead
each aspect of the design process, from research and ideation to
prototyping and final design implementation.

Accomplishments

● Lead strategic discovery and helped identify customer needs for
major new product initiatives

● Facilitated workshops to prioritize business goals and objectives
● Defined and designed the key workflows for major products
● Built out process and documentation on all research processes
● Collaborated with product team to ensure that user research was

aligned with business goals
● Managed and mentored the UX team of product designers,

researchers, and visual designers
● Worked closely with product management to define processes

across product, engineering and design
● Initiated the creation of a company wide design system with the

development team to speed up development and ensure
repeatable experiences across the organization

● Taught industry best practices from process frameworks and
design patterns to both product and design teams to improve
strategy and efficiency

SKILLS
Design Management

Product Management

Design Thinking

Lean Methodologies

User Centered Design

Workshop Facilitation

Design Systems

Competitive Analysis

Prototyping

User Research

Interaction Design

Information Architecture
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UX Principal, CVS/AETNA
Denver, CO — November 2018 - July 2020

Lead and grew the user experience team at Aetna digital. The
organization’s charge is to drive the digital transformation effort for Aetna
and provide the digital backbone for the Aetna merger.

Accomplishments

● Developed the process/approach for tackling all design problems,
relied on standard design methods; expanded facilitation skills to
engage cross-functional teams

● Supported teams problem-framing capabilities, affecting strategic
thinking, not just execution

● Used storytelling techniques to build trust with partners and
establish long-term relationships; communicated at all levels of the
organization

● Connected team's efforts with broader technical ecosystem and
organizational hierarchy; Partnered with product to articulate the
product vision

● Hired and developed the team that the organization needed; hired
cross functional leads to focus on defining the problem within
broader program areas

● Identified need for new people; shaped requisition; worked with
recruiter and developed my personal network to find talent

Innovation Team Lead, Department of the Interior
Denver, CO —2017 - 2018

I was brought into the office of Natural Resource Revenue through a
Design Fellowship Program ran by the GSA

Accomplishments

● Leveraged stakeholder workshops to define the organizational
roadmap

● Led design for ONRR website and specialty sites for UN NGO
programs

● Managed content strategist who maintained the websites
● Consulted on digital transformation efforts across the department

of the interior

User Experience Director, Life Time Fitness
Louisville, CO —2015 - 2017

Founded the user experience practice at Life Time Fitness’ Athlinks
division. Managed a team of user experience researchers, visual
designers, interaction designers, and to influence customer behavior and
perception to drive business growth. My role was to mentor, lead and
inspire my team as well as to collaborate with product management,
marketing, engineering, and the executive board.

Accomplishments

● Leveraged stakeholder interviews to define the organization's
product vision

● Led design for mobile, enterprise applications, and physical



devices
● Mapped our customer journeys from discovery to support
● Created growth team to validate customer needs, optimize

conversion, and track user behavior
● Defined process across cross functional teams including product,

ux, engineering, and marketing
● Defined product position relative to competitors and existing

alternatives for our target customers and the broader market
● Led product workshops to evaluate best alignment, discovery, and

definition methods including three variations of the popular
“Design Sprint” framework

● Managed budget for UX and product teams including that salaries,
training, and tools

● Led workshops to co-design solutions with customers, engineers,
developers, marketing, and designers

Principal User Experience Strategist, Pitney Bowes
Boulder, CO — 2012-2015

Founded the Design Systems team to optimize the experience across the
organization's 300+ digital and physical products. Led a global team of
creative directors, visual designers, content strategists, and front-end
developers. Partnered with product leaders to define product roadmaps
and go to market strategies.

Accomplishments

● Worked alongside C-level executives to evangelize design thinking
across the global organization

● UX lead for core corporate strategic initiatives (APIs, SaaS, Big
Data, Mobile)

● Led the creation of a global pattern library to
standardize best practices across desktop, web,
and mobile applications

● Popularized lean startup methodologies by creating and sharing
toolkits to improve the product and customer development lifecycle

● Promoting prototyping and validated user research to decrease
development cost and to improve the likelihood of creating value
for customers and the company.

● Trained and mentored 50+ members of global UX and product
teams in prototyping and design thinking

● Work with teams across the planet (India, Poland, France, UK,
USA, Australia) on a weekly basis to collaborate on products

● Took the lead in defining performance measures for UX
department

● Created a “UX Toolkit” filled with frameworks and techniques to
share innovation methods across the organization

● Built, coached, and mentored the team that build the foundation of
the Pitney Bowes design system

● Designed and built landing pages to test product ideas to help
validate (and invalidate) new ideas



User Experience Architect, Level 3 Communication
Denver, CO — 2011-2012

Level 3 is one of the few companies that makes up the backbone of the
internet. They are trusted with the streaming and transferring data for
Netflix, Google, Microsoft, AT&T and most major television networks. My
responsibilities include researching customer needs, identifying usability
issues, and designing the interfaces for customer dashboards.

Accomplishments

● Identified workflows and task flows with stakeholders and
customers to transform into wireframes

● Created rapid prototypes to validate ideas with stakeholders and
customers

● Translated style guide to design patterns that can be used within
complex enterprise applications

● Worked to integrate UX process into well defined engineering
centered agile process

● Leveraged prototypes as the backbone of user stories, greatly
reducing the need for heavy documentation for the development
team

● Framed customer journeys to identify gaps in content and
functionality

● Developed user research plan for creating personas and gathering
product requirements

● Identified the qualitative and quantitative measures for usability
and customer satisfaction

● Partnered with senior stakeholders to breakdown Net Promoter
Score (NPS) results into actionable projects

● Built relationship with Chief Experience Officer (CXO) and
customer experience team with the goal of creating a unified
customer experience

Senior User Experience Design, MapQuest/AOL
Denver, CO — 2010-2011

Led the UX design effort for over 50 million users per month. Championed
user research, usability testing, interaction design, and information
architecture efforts across the division. Worked to create a seamless
experience across web and mobile products. Collaborated with product
management and senior stakeholders to define new strategic initiatives to
expand beyond the core business model

Accomplishments

● Led customer interviews to gain insights on new product ideas
● Defined the core personas for MapQuest and detailed their user

journeys
● Facilitated workshops with product, engineering, and UX to ideate

solutions across the user journey
● Prototyped several new experiences on MapQuest including: real

estate, restaurant reviews, and trip planning integration
● Led the adoption of design patterns in the UX and engineering



team to create consistent and reusable design assets
● Pioneered remote usability testing with the product and UX team

to get the broadest understanding of our users
● Worked closely with analytics group to identify trends in user

behavior to inform product of customer needs
● Investigated search logs to gain deeper insights into user goals

and usability issues
● Led co-creation efforts with IDEO and Ford to create a prototype of

Ford’s first in-car navigation


